What your child will be learning this term.
If you would like more detail, please talk to your
child’s class teacher.

English

Maths:

Gangsta Granny
Non chronological reports
Letter writing
Persuasive writing
Speech and punctuation
Inference skills
Writing imagery

Written methods for multiplication of 2 digit numbers
Written methods for division by 2 digits
Missing numbers in addition and subtraction methods
Using the four operations for fractions
Simplifying fractions
Converting improper and mixed number fractions
Position and direction

Science

Year 5

Earth and space
describe the movement of the Earth and other

Autumn
2021

planets relative to the sun in the solar system,
describe the movement of the moon relative to
the Earth, describe the sun, Earth and moon as
approximately spherical bodies



use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to
explain day and night and the apparent

RE

movement of the sun across the sky

Christians and how to live: ‘What
would Jesus do?’
What matters most to Humanists
and Christians/ Muslims/ Hindus?

Design Technology
DT day at Sharples High School

Art
Peter Thorpe Space Art
Pastel planets
Frida Kahlo

Computing
Purple Mash – creating a space leaflet
Creating own planet
Research skills using
the internet

PHSE and Citizenship
Health and wellbeing

Drugs, alcohol and tobacco; healthy habits
Living in the wider world

PE
Static floor balance
Agility and Reaction

Careers; aspirations; role models; the future

Geography – To Infinity and Beyond

History – Over the Top

Understand the Water Cycle
Name the major rivers in the world
Identify and describe how rivers affect human activity
Name and locate some countries and cities of the world
Name and locate countries of
North America

Where did the fighting take
place in WW1?
Why did WW1 start?
Propaganda during WW1
The Home front during WW1
Conditions in the trenches during WW1
The significance of Flanders Field
The Christmas Day Truce

